Literacy- using story language
We have been reading ‘We’re Going on a Bear
Hunt’ by Michael Rosen.
Can you go on a hunt of your very own in
Telegraph Hill Park?

What can you see when you go over, under and through things?
If you are feeling really brave perhaps you will discover a cave!
While you are on your hunt, try to use
the language from the book.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gyI6ykDwds

As you hunt, think about those special sound words like
swishy swashy. These are words that create a sound
effect for the thing they are describing. This is called
onomatopoeia.
Wow! What a grown-up word!

Maths- positions and positional language
Now that you have been on a hunt, can you make a map of it? Think about these questions:
• Did you need to turn left or right?

• What did you go over, under or through?
• Did you spot something that is in between the two parks?

Draw your map. Can you get one
of your parents to follow your
map?
Remember to include important
landmarks in your map like
buildings or ponds etc.

Topic Learning- London Landmarks
From the top of the hill you can
get a very good view of London.
Which London landmarks can
you see?

Choose a London landmark and recreate
it using paint, construction, junk
modelling… anything you like!

Do you know what the names of
buildings are? Or what they are
used for?

Can you find any of these
London landmarks from the
top of Telegraph Hill?

I know left and right
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I can draw my own maps with important
landmarks
I know that I live in England which is in the
United Kingdom
I know that the capital of England is London
I know I need to wear sun screen and the
right clothes to protect my body from the
sun.
I know I need to drink water to stay
hydrated.

Vocabulary:
• adventure- an exciting or
unusual experience
• compass- a tool we can use to
show directions
• dangeroussomething that
might harm us
• island- land that is surrounded
by water
• map- a picture that shows us
important landmarks in an area
• treasure- objects that are
special to us

The Queen's home in London is
Buckingham Palace.

What does an
adventure look
like?

Tower Bridge can open so that tall ships
can travel underneath it.

